Institutional Distinctiveness
The vision of the institution states ‘To be a premier institution of excellence in technical education
driven by human values’ and this is to be achieved through cutting-edge technologies and an
enabling echo system with the right socially responsible behaviour. To put it in another way, the
objective of the institution is to provide quality education in engineering to the students, to make
them academically superior and ethically strong. This involves incorporating experimental and
project-based learning in the teaching-learning process along with strong Industry-Institution
Interaction and research opportunities.
Our distinctiveness in imparting technical education is achieved through the following
mechanism:


Institution provides training to the students through an industry internship program to
bridge the gap between industry and institution



ICT-enabled classes being made more interactive.



Our students acquire socially responsible behaviour by participating in various outreach
and extension programs conducted in nearby villages and immediate community.



Green campus initiatives are implemented keeping in mind the holistic perspective of
land use, social well-being, and preservation of the environment.



Our institution adopts OBE (Outcome Based Education) which is a student-centric
learning model enabling students to understand subjects. To make this happen, various
programs such as workshops, conferences, debates, guest lectures, and mock tests are
conducted.



Our college supports faculty in their all-round development.

Some of the innovations and best practices that have created a positive impact on functioning of
the institution towards imparting excellent technical education are:


Encouragement to students and faculty to involve in R&D activities.



Book bank facility for weaker sections;



Makeup/Remedial classes for weak learners beyond the curriculum,



Push for internships



decentralization of academic administration,



Well-thought student counselling (mentorship) program.



Free ships to encourage economically backward and meritorious students.



Digital initiatives in learning

Appropriate Toolset:
Sphoorthy Engineering College has thoughtfully catered to every aspect that a learner should be
equipped with, in terms of learning resources and amenities.
The institution has qualified, experienced and faculty to monitor our students as guides, mentors
and facilitators. Faculty networking and faculty training programs help our faculty to build global
competencies in the learners. The institution has a world-class infrastructure & well-equipped with
the best ICT-enabled provisions enabling a dynamic learning environment.
Technical Skill Set:
Various Bridge Courses and Value-Added Courses are offered to make the learners’ industry
competent. The Problem Based Learning Methodology helps build critical thinking and problemsolving abilities amongst our learners. To facilitate experiential learning, students are encouraged
to take up Internships. To inculcate the spirit of learning, students are encouraged to participate in
the annual International conferences and projects.
Soft Skill Set:
To develop public speaking skills, teamwork, and to build confidence, programs such as extempore
speeches, presentations, seminars, and group discussions are an integral part of many courses. Soft
skill training is provided through collaborations with skill delivery specialists. Sphoorthy’s
Language Lab reinforces English proficiency among learners from vernacular backgrounds. To
enhance their prospects of employability, Pre-placement training is offered to all the students. To
assess their Employability, online examinations is conducted for all the students.
Motivating Mindset:
Fostering the proper attitude among learners plays a vital role in shaping young minds.
Learners are exposed to a gamut of guest lectures by industry experts, eminent academicians and
well-established alumni. Motivating talks by eminent personalities help promote a global outreach
and enrich young minds. Industrial visits are organized for learners to bridge the gap between the
curriculum and industry.
Completeness of Being

To build a healthy competitive spirit and maintain physical fitness, learners are encouraged to
participate in Indoor and outdoor sports. Various committees and student associations have been
constituted to enable learners to learn teambuilding, leadership and management skills.
Various volunteering committees at Sphoorthy like NSS & UBA inspire students to shoulder
societal responsibilities. All graduating students take a pledge which is based on the Institute’s
Learn- Earn- Return philosophy. Students are encouraged to identify Final Year projects that use
technology to benefit society for instance Smart Home Automation, Smart Agriculture, Waste
management by IOT, etc.
Performance of the Institution:
Placements: At Sphoorthy Institution of Technology & Science, we trust in equipping our students
with the right talent and personality to face the industry requirements. Our focus is on placement,
on creating new approaches to attract the best from the industry to our campus.


The Cell is well equipped with ample infrastructure in terms of Seminar Hall, Meeting
Hall for Pre Placement Talk, Presentations, etc. We maintain a comprehensive database
ready for reference of placement drives. The placement cell operates round the year to
facilitate contact between companies and graduates.



It plays a very important and key role in guiding the students of the college for their
successful career placement.



The Institution has seen a lot of progress in terms of the number of learners being
absorbed by various prestigious companies over the years.

Achievements
The institutional distinctiveness in our thrust area of excellence in technical education has
resulted in the following:


The institution is accredited by NAAC in the year 2015.



Institution is also certified by ISO 9001-2015.



Receiving funds from UGC, AICTE and other organizations towards research and
development.



Vibrant Alumni association which meet periodically to help Alma mater.



The institution has Active professional bodies and student chapters like
ISTE,CSI,IEEE,SAE.



Increased number of placement



Increased number of companies visiting campus



Establishment of R&D Cell



Generation Innovation and Entrepreneurship Development Centre (NewGen IEDC)



Teaching-Learning Centre (TLC)



J-Hub/ Jlabs to provide a unique platform for the graduating engineers, faculty, research
scholars, and alumni to pursue innovation



Dr A.P.J Abdul Kalam Centre For Excellence



Industry Interaction Cell



Higher salary packages for students



increased number of MoUs signed



Robust outreach
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